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Music making

Duke of Edinburgh Award

Viva Espana

We did it!

A bright future

North Liverpool Academy students and staff
are celebrating after stunning results at GCSE
and A Level.

By NLA’s Principal, Mike Westerdale

As we return after the holiday
period, I hope all our families
have had a safe and enjoyable
break over the summer months.

The school has achieved its best GCSE results in four years with an
astonishing 20% increase in the number of students gaining 5 A*-C grades
including English and maths, improving from 31% to 51%. This makes North
Liverpool Academy one of the most improved schools in the country. 53%
gained grade C and above in maths and English.

Moving into a new academic year, I am
incredibly excited to be heading up North
Liverpool Academy and know that we can
celebrate the achievements and successes of
our young people as the year progresses.

It was the same story at A Level with a superb 100% pass rate on all Level 3
courses with every student who had applied, gaining their university place.
The Academy Times would like to congratulate all of our students and staff on
this amazing performance and thank all of the parents for their support which
is so important for students' success.

We have many new staff who have joined over the summer and I know, like me, they have a clear
focus on what we want to do in the coming months. First and foremost, it is our responsibility to ensure
that each and every learning experience undertaken at the Academy is one which is fulfilling, engaging
and challenging, suited to the individual needs of the student and one which provides a safe and
developing environment in which our children are able to grow both educationally and emotionally.
With the aid of my three Vice Principals: Mrs C Lane, Ms E Vernon and Ms K Howes, I am convinced
we can lead the Academy into a new era of success. With your support and that of my dedicated and
committed staff and with the co-operation and openness to learn from our students, I know that bright
future has already started. Best Wishes

Our student
leaders

Report by
Mrs Challinor.
Pictured are the
student Heads and
their deputies.

Captain Fantastic Sky’s the limit
signs for Latics
for Aleisha!
Year 9 football captain,
Stephen Shaba, has penned a
two year deal at Wigan Athletic.

On the day the UK voted at the EU referendum,
NLA held its own vote - for Head Boy and Head Girl!
Our new Head Boy is Michael Hardy and our new Head Girl is Lauren Moore
Williams. Runners-up Anthony Baker and Olivia Jones have agreed to be their
deputies, while third placed Ryan Nevin is going to chair our Social and Emotional
committee and Jenna Harper will take on a role within the Student Voice. Thank
you to all the students and staff who took the time to vote as well as massive
congratulations to our candidates who showed dignity and maturity throughout
their campaigns and, especially, when the results were announced.
I would like to thank Anita Blundell for helping me with the organisation,
Emma Van de Venter and her Year 10 maths class for counting the vote, Ged
and Paul for taking the photos and Jan Boyle for preparing all the resources.

Stephen was scouted whilst representing both
Liverpool and Merseyside School Boys and had
a number of clubs interested in him. During an
impressive NLA season he notched up two
goals, ten assists and four Man of the Match
awards.
Following a successful first season at Wigan,
Stephen said: “I am delighted to play for Wigan
Athletic Academy. I am determined to keep
working hard to improve my game.” Year 9
manager, Mr Metcalf, added: “Stephen was in
sensational form last season and the key to his
success is the hard work he puts in during
training. He is an excellent role model and we
wish him the best of luck for this season.”

A Year 12 NLA
student has jumped
out of a plane - all in
the name of charity!
Brave Aleisha Jones completed
a skydive along with 20 other
daredevils to raise much
needed funds for the James
Bulger Memorial Trust. It was
set up by Denise and Stuart
Fergus and the money raised
will go towards a holiday camp
for underprivileged children.
Aleisha raised over £500 and
said: “It was the best feeling in
the world freefalling through the
clouds and knowing I had done
it for an amazing charity.”
Congratulations Aleisha!
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Turning up the
amps for great
causes

City’s classical concert

Over £150 has
been raised by Year
13 music students
at a charity event.
The students spent months
organising the Amp Up! event
as part of their Level 3 BTEC
course and they worked
incredibly hard to ensure that
the show was a success.
Many bands performed on the
night, including our very own
sixth form house band,
Takeover.
A number of acts performed
original songs and The Black
Ties, featuring our very own
Mr Roberts, proved a huge hit
with the audience. The
students had an amazing time
performing for the Academy
and the funds raised were
donated to their chosen
charities - The Fire Fighters
Charity and the Dogs Trust.

Our music students have visited MediaCity in Salford to hear the BBC
Philharmonic Orchestra.
The concert was part of the BBC's Ten Pieces nationwide project which has been running all year to encourage young people
to listen to more classical music. The Year 8-10 students listened to a range of orchestral pieces including Mambo from West
Side Story, Habanera from Carmen and Ride of the Valkyries by Wagner.
However, they all commented that their utmost favourite piece from the visit was Gabriel Prokofiev's Concerto for Turntables.
In this piece, the students were recorded singing, and their voices were mixed by DJ Mr Switch, who blew the students away
with his DJing skills.

Keys to success at school
NLA sixth former, Nikhita Ceansu,
has been delighting younger students
in the school with her skills as a pianist.
The Year 7s were ‘learning from others’ during their music
lessons and they were extremely impressed. Lia Currie
commented: “Everybody was amazed and sat watching
Nikhita in silence for 30 minutes. My favourite was the fast
piece called Fandango. Bethany Owens added: “She is a
phenomenal musician and performed fast and slow pieces.
Good luck Nikhita, I hope you get a good grade.”

Sugar shock campaign
The Student Voice has run a sugary drinks awareness campaign.
It has alerted our students to the amount of sugar contained in some of the drinks they regularly consume. The
campaign focused on the negative effects that this can have on health and fitness.
The Sport committee set up a stall at which students had to guess the amount of sugar in each drink. They were
really shocked by what they found. The committee also designed and displayed posters around school which
many of our students have commented on and taken notice of. The result has been a positive impact on the
choice of drinks that some of our students and staff now make.

“The Sport committee
set up a stall at which
students had to guess
the amount of sugar in
each drink. They were
really shocked by what
they found.”

Other comments from the spellbound audience included:
“Nikhita was very good on the piano. I don't think she got
one note wrong! I loved her playing because some pieces
were fast and some slow and emotional.” (Liam Tough).
“She was amazing and I loved the variation. There were fast
and intense pieces like Fandango, as well as slow and
emotional ones like Greensleeves.” (Thomas O'Rourke).

Planning a partnership
NLA students have met with fellow
council members from other schools in
the Northern Schools Trust.
Student Voice member, Michael Hardy, together with
former Head Girl and Boy, Haneen Awwad and Matthew
Tierney, set up the meeting in our new library. The purpose
was to plan a One Vision day and invite all members of the
student councils from the four schools. We could then
forge relationships, share ideas and get to know the other
students from across the Trust.
During the planning meeting they discussed which topics
they could run sessions on during the proposed day. Ideas
were shared amongst the students from the different
schools. Everyone mixed well together and made an
excellent start in preparing for our One Vision day.

FOCUS ON PRIMARY
Winning writer wows
visiting primary pupils
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A best-selling author has visited NLA to
talk about his books.
Over 200 primary pupils from our feeder schools were invited to
the Academy to listen to Jonathan Meres talking about his comic
characters - including Norm, a 12 year old boy trying to cope with
family, friends and life at school.
The visit was part of NLA’s ambition to encourage an ongoing love
of reading amongst young people in Liverpool. Jonathan has won
many awards for The World of Norm books and he entertained his
audience of Year 5s who studied with our Years 7-8 students, to
raise aspiration and achievement in literacy.
All the visiting pupils were presented with a book from The World
of Norm series. Everyone loved Jonathan’s presentation and they
were totally engaged for the duration, asking him many questions
which followed from their extensive research about the author.

Let’s dance!
North Liverpool Academy and Liverpool
School Sports Partnership (LSSP) have
hosted a Key Stage 1 and 2 dance
competition.

Appliance of science
Primary pupils have
been working on
scientific experiments
whilst visiting North
Liverpool Academy.
The Science department has
been hosting taster days for Year
6 from The Beacon Primary and
Year 5 from Anfield Primary. Both
schools have enjoyed learning
about separation techniques
during their visits. They first
learned the names of all the
scientific equipment and then
carried out risk assessments.
Finally, they filtered and then
evaporated their mixtures.

My magical music making
Year 12 music student, Anthony Baker, has been involved in a
special liaison project through giving music lessons to pupils from
Four Oaks Primary. Here he tells us about his experiences:
The primary school project was a great experience, not only for the children involved, but also for me.
It allowed me to experience first-hand what it is like to teach a full class for six weeks, including
pre-planning, delivering and making adjustments at the last minute.
Working with younger students allowed me to further develop skills such as patience and problem
solving. These skills, I believe, will help me not only in education, but also in life and the world of work.
The sessions allowed me to present a subject I enjoy, music, in a fun and engaging way to a younger
audience, as I knew I had to hold their attention. The practical sessions allowed me to showcase and
teach them about World Music through Djembe Drumming and Samba Drumming. The sessions were
enjoyable for me and for the pupils – judging by their positive feedback. It is definitely something I
would do again!

“The sessions allowed me to present a subject I enjoy, music,
in a fun and engaging way to a younger audience, as I knew I
had to hold their attention.”

Sixteen primary schools took part in an exciting day filled with
performances from Year 9 students and our sixth form class. The
NLA dance captains were Fay Dermott, Charlotte Wilkins, Emma
Wright and Nikita Simeone. They judged the performances and
hosted games for the primary pupils. It was a wonderful
experience for all the students and parents involved and we can’t
wait for next year!
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FOCUS ON TECHNOLOGY

Textile talent
on display

Bridging the gap

Congratulations to all our GCSE
Textiles students on completion of
their coursework.
They have dedicated hours of their time to create an
array of beautiful and interesting textile products
(pictured) inspired by nature, the 1960s and musical
theatre. Art and Textiles teacher, Miss Patchett, said: “I
am very proud of all the students and it has been a
pleasure to teach such talented and creative young
people. I wish them all the very best in the future.”

Students in Years 8-10 have been
competing against other secondary
schools in Merseyside and Sefton.
The Technology Tournament was organised and
sponsored by The Rotary Club, Sefton and the focus was
teamwork and problem solving in the form of the design
and making of a retractable bridge. All students who
attended were given certificates of participation for their
Records of Achievement.
The group was chosen to represent NLA as part of the Technology department’s
Gifted and Talented programme which gives students additional opportunities to
enhance their skills within a particular area of the curriculum.
The students taking part were: Jessica Rimmer, Martin Stefanov, Ben Quigg (Y8
Technology); Enis Gerxhaljia, Karolis Dukanskis, Al Rayan, Salinm Al Habsi, Nelio
Soares (Y9 Engineers); Thomas Lee, Joseph Jennings and Christopher Hughes
(Y10 Engineers). Well done to all the students, in particular, the Year 8 team who
came second in their category.

A bright future for tech group

Constructive visit
to hospital site

Well done to our Year 11 GCSE
Design and Technology Product
Design students.
They have designed and prototyped a range of lighting
solutions as part of their Controlled Assessment
(coursework) throughout the year. The purpose of the
coursework is for the students to apply their knowledge
and understanding of the design process and of
materials and processes. This is in order to develop a
suitable product for a target market or a particular client.
Using the same design brief, the students have created
a varied and exciting range of solutions. The examples
pictured are from Mr McCarthy’s, Mr Bower’s and Mr
Fitzpatrick’s classes.

Year 12 BTEC engineers have been afforded an early
glimpse of the Royal University Hospital as it nears
completion.
As part of their Level 3 BTEC National course, the sixth formers visited the Carillion
construction site and had a Health and Safety discussion with the welfare team. This
was followed by a tour of the site, currently under redevelopment on Prescot Street.
The purpose of the tour was to understand Health and Safety in the engineering
workplace and the regulations and guidelines which companies must follow to ensure
safety on site. Information gained from the visit will be incorporated into three of their
final assignments this academic year.
A big thank you to Carillion and to Alison Valentine, Community Regeneration
Manager for the company, who enabled our engineers to gain a behind-the-scenes
insight into such a large project. The company is also behind the development of
Liverpool FC’s stadium.

FOCUS ON COMMUNITY
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Fundraising fun runs
for charitable causes
Kind-hearted NLA students
have raised £258 for Sport Relief.
Years 7 and 8 took part in the Sport Relief Mile,
organised by our Celebration committee during
the week before the fun run. The course was set
up on the astro turf during PE lessons and
students could walk or run to complete their mile.
They had to make a donation to compete and
could wear something red. Thank you to all the
fabulous students taking part and raising funds for
charity projects at home and abroad.

Planting seeds of success

A right royal
invitation!

Year 7 students have been planting
wildflower seeds in Everton Park.
The successful project started last year as part of Kew
Gardens’ Grow Wild competition between paired cities, which
was won by Liverpool and Manchester. Working with Richard
Scott, Senior Ecologist from the Landlife Trust, our students are
now eagerly awaiting the results of their hard work in planting
the seeds. NLA student, Aidan Corfield, commented: “I saw the
wildflowers in the park last summer and wondered how they got
there. Now I know and I can’t wait to see them grow!”
The project is expanding to include poetry, creative writing, music and science, enabling NLA students to take
part in more community events and activities. This could include working with Liverpool artist/musician, Mike
Badger, and Manchester artist, Meha Hindocha, who both specialise in drawing cityscapes.
Following last year’s successful screen printing workshops with Sally Gilford and Year 12 Art students, Kew
Gardens are keen to use the designs to make and sell t-shirts, tea towels, deckchairs and dresses featuring
cityscapes and wildflowers. The project would include arts, design technology, business studies and
marketing. Watch this space!

Public Services teacher, Mr Smith, has been
celebrating a special occasion at Buckingham Palace.
He is the DofE (Duke of Edinburgh) Award’s co-ordinator at NLA and was invited to
share in the Award’s 60th anniversary celebrations at the Palace. At the event he was
presented with a plaque by former England goalkeeper, David Seaman, who is an
ambassador for the charity. It was awarded to NLA for delivering the DofE Award to
its dedicated students. Mr Smith met HRH Prince Philip who thanked him for his work
with our students.
The DofE Award is a globally recognised certificate which gives young people of all
backgrounds and circumstances the chance to take part in activities which can open
doors to new jobs, cement lifelong friendships, broaden interests and stretch horizons.
“The students are the real stars of the programme, we just help them along the way.
We look forward to more students engaging with the programme at NLA,” said a
delighted Mr Smith.
Mr Smith is pictured with David Seaman and his wife.

Nobel prizewinner at NLA
An award-winning scientist has
been working with Academy students
and describing how he won the Nobel
Prize.
The Science department welcomed Sir Tim Hunt who
began work in 1990 at the Imperial Cancer Research
Fund, later known as the Cancer Research UK. He
focused on understanding what makes cells turn
cancerous and his findings helped us understand why
cancerous cells divide and turn into tumours.

Tim’s research findings led to him winning the Nobel Prize,
an international prize awarded each year for outstanding
work in physics, chemistry, physiology or medicine,
literature, economics, or the promotion of peace. He was
awarded the 2001 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine,
along with two other colleagues, for their discoveries of
protein molecules that control the division of cells.
During his visit to North Liverpool Academy our VIP guest
took time to meet and work with Year 10 who asked about
his career as a scientist and his research. He also gave
talks to the sixth form on life as a scientist.
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FOCUS ON PE

Learning the ropes!
Year 7 have been put through their
paces by a professional boxer.
The nine boys and eleven girls met professional boxer,
Courtney Fry, a gold medal winner at the
Commonwealth Games. He was visiting NLA in his role
as a Sky Sports Athlete Mentor. Initially, the group
worked in the classroom with Courtney during an
education based session focusing on six keys to
success: Mental toughness; Hunger to achieve; People
skills; Sports and life knowledge; Breaking barriers;
Planning for success
During the afternoon session they enjoyed a boxing
taster/masterclass from the champion, putting into action
what they had learned in the classroom. Comments from
the students included: “I can’t wait to use what I’ve
learned about the six keys to success.” (Liam). “I have
learned never to give up and how to become mentally
stronger.” (Ben).

“During the afternoon session they
enjoyed a boxing taster/masterclass from
the champion, putting into action what
they had learned in the classroom.”

Medal hat-trick at city finals
Years 7-10 boys were on track for success when
they entered the Liverpool schools athletics finals.
Held at Wavertree Athletics Centre, the first medal of the day came from
Marcus Yakou (Y8) in the 800m final. It was an electric race with Marcus
leading in the first lap. Despite a hamstring problem he lost only two places
and finished third in the race with a time of 2:31. You could see the sheer
delight on his face!
Ryan Williams (Y9) claimed the second medal in the 800m final. A natural
born athlete, Ryan started the race in third position and went round the two
laps with no discomfort but then he really kicked in on the last bend. Seeing
that the De La Salle student was tiring and willed on by NLA students and a
proud mum and dad, Ryan clinched second position with a time of 2:19.

Fantastic effort
Ryan Thomas (Y9) won the final medal in the high jump event. He had to
strategically choose what height he was jumping whilst considering the

highest level he could realistically reach. He achieved a height of 1.40m, a
fantastic effort for his age group. Ryan won silver, only losing to a Liverpool
Harriers’ athlete with a height of 1.45. He may be getting a call from the
Harriers very soon!
Other noticeable results were Year 8 students, Warren Sung and Andre
Maidle, finishing fourth and fifth in the 1500m final. The Year 7 relay team of
Perry, Mike W, Tyler and Mike D came fifth in the city but are determined to
do better next year! The Year 8 relay team of Sami, Liam, Sean and Luke
came last but were ecstatic with their performance. They are a group of
friends who have worked tirelessly. Congratulations to all the athletes on their
achievements in getting to the finals!
Pictured are Marcus Yakou (left) and Ryan Williams.

“He had to strategically choose what height he was
jumping whilst considering the highest level he
could realistically reach.”

Year 9’s dramatic end to successful season
A very impressive win rate for NLA’s Y9 football
team ended with a narrow defeat in the quarter-finals
of the National Cup
With Arctic conditions decimating the home pitch, known by fans locally as
Fortress Breck, our team made the short journey to West Derby to thrash out what
would become an enthralling match.
With a makeshift defence due to absentees, Riley was recalled to make his first
appearance at left back. However, it was not enough as NLA leaked three early
goals to see themselves trailing before the interval. A tactical change saw
Kearns-Quinn pushed forward to spearhead an attacking 3-4-3 formation which
paid immediate dividends as Murphy netted to secure a crucial goal on the stroke
of half-time.

Wreak havoc
A rallying team talk and two substitutes were called upon and NLA were back in
the mix with Williams finishing off a fine counterattack after a sumptuous assist

from Kearns-Quinn. Yet another mistake brought about a fourth goal for the
opposition. Kearns-Quinn continued to wreak havoc, latching onto a fine ball from
the ever impressive Captain Shaba and reducing the deficit to one goal. The
opposition scored a controversial sixth before Williams brought NLA to within a
goal of extra time.
NLA had dominated the second half and created plenty of chances to win.
However, they were unable to get through and the fixture signalled the end of an
enthralling season for the team, notching up a very impressive 78% win rate
across 18 competitive fixtures. Mr Metcalf was quick to pay tribute to the players
for their achievements: “The boys have gelled together showing solidarity and
determination. They have bought into a philosophy and their achievement is fully
deserved and down to the hard work that they have put in.”

“NLA had dominated the second half and created
plenty of chances to win.”

FOCUS ON PE
Viva España!
By Mrs Challinor

It was Spain again for the annual PE trip to
Barcelona over the May half-term.
On the first day we visited Port Aventura theme park. The rides and
attractions were exciting and terrifying, particularly the Hurakan Condor
which is 300ft tall. The weather was glorious and there were a few
sunburned faces! The next day we visited the Aquapolis water park where
everyone enjoyed the many slides. The evening entertainment brought us
karaoke which saw some of our students take on some absolute classics!
Wednesday was all about the football with the girls and boys undergoing
intensive training sessions in the morning. This was followed by the boys’
tournament while the girls had a free afternoon for the beach and shopping.
That evening the teams set off for their fixtures against the Spanish sides.
The boys played Escola F. Pla de Sta Maria, narrowly losing 5-4 after being
4-0 down. The girls played Tancat Vendrell and, let’s say, they had a good
time! After the matches there was a final night disco at the hotel.

Las Ramblas
Thursday morning arrived and after breakfast we packed up and set off for
our day in Barcelona. Our first stop was the Nou Camp, home of FC
Barcelona. After exploring the stadium and club shop we headed for the city
centre. A meal in the Hard Rock Café was a great way to end the tour.
There was a final couple of hours wandering amongst the shops and
attractions of Las Ramblas before heading to the airport. Despite a couple
of passport and boarding pass mishaps, we all boarded the flight with a very
tired but happy set of students and staff.
On behalf of myself, Miss Parsons, Miss Mutch, Mr Mulholland and Mr
Ollerton I would like to thank all the wonderful students. Their behaviour,
sportsmanship and attitude was outstanding: they were fabulous
ambassadors for the school and should be very proud of themselves.

Bringing home
the medals!
Congratulations to NLA girls who have won four
medals in the city athletics.
Forty students from Years 7-10 took part in the north division of the girls’
competition held at Wavertree Athletics Centre. They competed in a variety
of athletics events. We were lucky enough to have a sunny day and the
students were fantastic, competing with tremendous effort and
determination. After the south division had competed, the list of finalists was
released and 16 of our girls had qualified.
The finals were also held at Wavertree and once again our girls were
outstanding. They were fantastic ambassadors for our school in terms of
behaviour, sportsmanship and commitment. We had four girls who achieved
silver and gold: Paris Williams (Y9) came second in the Long Jump, Emili
Querkasi (Y8) came second in the 1500m, Ellie Rogerson (Y8) came
second in the 200m and Millie Fitzpatrick (Y10) came first in the discus. A
massive well done to all competitors, finalists and winners
Pictured are Year 8 students, Ellie Jane Rogerson and Emili Qerkezi.

Hornets are buzzing!
NLA’s basketball team won an amazing
eight games on the way to the Liverpool City
finals.
Eagar to appease the disappointment of losing out in last year’s
final, they got off to a flying start with a couple of early lay-ups
orchestrated by Captain Andre. The ever energetic Lewis led the
charge as NLA frustrated their opponents with their superb
counter-pressing, clearly unsettling the opposition. Quick fire
baskets from Andre, Sam and a free throw from Thomas kept the
Hornets in the game until the very last. A fine one-handed, no look
‘swoosh’ shot from Lewis fizzled into the basket, bringing the
Hornets to within two points of victory.

Valiant effort
Expelled of energy and running low on reserves, with all substitutes
used and running out of time, a couple of late free throws handed
victory to the opposition despite a valiant effort from Leyton at the
death of the second half. After the final claxon, the boys held their
heads high to congratulate the opposition in fine sportsman-like
style, proud of their efforts in making a second consecutive final.
“Sometimes you just need that little bit of luck for things to go your
way and the effort the boys put in was more than enough to be
deserved winners. They can be proud of their fantastic efforts this
season and, hopefully, they have the hunger to push on next year,”
said Mr Metcalf. Captain Andre added: “We were very proud to
reach the final again and, hopefully, we can win it next year.”
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Students making us
all safer

Dance champions!

NLA’s sixth formers have
successfully completed the First
Aid at Work course.

As part of their timetable’s Free Plus provision, the
31 students learned new skills that could one day
save a life. In addition, they gained a qualification
that will help to increase their chances of
employment. Their new skills include: CPR;
dealing with unconscious casualties; managing
bleeds and broken bones; how to treat lung and
heart conditions.

NLA has won first place in a dance competition.

Sixth form student, Jessica Parker, commented: “I
think everyone should do First Aid. It’s something I
hope never to need to use but I’m ready in case I
do.” Mr Smith added: “The importance of First Aid
cannot be underestimated. Now we have sixth
formers qualified, the school should be a safer
place to study and work.”

Our sixth form students performed a contemporary routine to ‘Slip’ and Emily Doyle’s
choreography to ‘Alive’ was declared a winner at the Liverpool School Sports
Partnership (LSSP) competition.
Held at Archbishop Beck High School, the judges commented that they were brought
to tears by the emotive choreography and talent of the dancers. LSSP have asked
us to host their next dance competition as they were impressed by our student’s
exemplary behaviour and welcoming attitude to other students and the public. We
have also been invited to take part in the Performing Arts Festival, due to the high
talent of our dancers.
Our Year 9 dance cohort performed a contemporary dance to ‘Not Now’ at the
competition. The choreography was complicated and technical but all the students
performed with elegance. We even had a member of the audience comment on how
professional they all were. The dance company, Flames, performed a street routine
to a mix created by our music technician, Mr Roberts, and the girls performed their
dance routines brilliantly.

“The choreography was complicated and technical
but all the students performed with elegance.”

Media is magnet
for student skills

“By using superb editing and special effects,
the characters end up in their teachers’
computer game.”

Year 13 Film and Media students
have
produced
outstanding
coursework, guaranteeing them
well-deserved university places.

Studying in school everyday
Teacher teaches everyday
Understanding what the teacher means is important
Doing the homework is as well
You need to listen to the class carefully
In our school it is really beautiful
Now join our North Liverpool Academy is what you need to do
Going to North Liverpool Academy let’s you be happy everyday

Amy Ablett produced a wonderfully dark and gothic
tale in Unholy Alliance. Daniel Allen, Francisco Lopez
and Jacob Muyaya created a comic masterpiece with
a tale of two students pitted against each other in
What’s Up? Staff members also played roles
including the superb Stephen Molden, Luke
Dinsmore, Matt Branch and Ged Corner alongside
James Fox (Y13) and Liam Roberts (Y9).

The BTEC Creative Media group worked hard on
their live TV broadcast, all achieving Distinction on
their practical assessments. They created the live
magazine show, North West News, hosted by Lee
Royle and Paul Blanchard. It featured a wonderful
performance by Kevin King and an interview with
staff member, Robert Martin, not to be mistaken for
Roberto Martinez! Thank you to staff who helped the
students create effective news VTs for the show,
especially Kevin King, Alex Jelfs, Karen Mealand,
Mick Mann, Alex Kennedy and Robbie Martin.

Year 7 have been learning all about different types of
poetry.
Miss Jelfs’ EAL (English as an Additional Language) class studied acrostic poetry
and, for homework, produced their own acrostic poem from a word given to them by
the teacher. Everyone in the class tried their best and should be really proud of the
poems they created! Here are two of the best poems, written by Blessing Nkeze
(Form 7P1) and Eason Chen (Form 7B1). Les félicitations Blessing and 祝賀 Eason!
Congratulations!

In Film Studies, Jordan McGrath, Scott Brady, Shaun
Mahon and Alan Lusa created Student Fighter, a
short film about two hapless students. By using
superb editing and special effects, the characters
end up in their teachers’ computer game.

North West News

Powerful poetry

By Eason Chen, Year 7

STOP PRESS!
NLA media students have been working
on the world-renowned Liverpool
International Music Festival (LIMF).

James Campbell, Anthony Baker and Jacob Muyaya were
chosen to produce the radio show which was broadcasting
before and during the entire festival.

Incredible mum you are always here when we need you. There is
Nothing you can’t do.
Carried me and took care of me.
Remember me in every nice thing you see. Waking up
Every morning to help us in our future.
Dear mum, you are the most
Incredible person in the whole wide world!
Beautiful, funny, we will always
Love you. Author
Eva Blessing Nkeze

